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Title word cross-reference

$(\alpha,2\alpha)$ [BHK$^+$65], $(d,n)2\alpha$ [BJJ$^+$65]. $(\infty,\nu)$ [GP64]. $(p,2p)$ [PB65, Rio65].
$(p,2p)n$ [BFK65]. $(p,3\alpha)$ [Swa65]. $(p,\alpha)2\alpha$ [KKR65]. $(p,pd)$ [DSF65].
$+ [KK65]. +d \rightarrow 2\alpha + n$ [BB65]. 0.25 [VBB68]. 0.5 [Duc67]. 1.2 [Duc67]. 10.5
[PB65]. 135 [EGLM65]. 1500 [Moy61]. 163 [Deh65]. $1s^2$ [RSW60]. $1s^22s$
[RSW60]. $1s^22s^2$ [RSW60]. 210 [Tho67]. 2$p$ [AWY65]. 31 [BKF65]. 310
650 [Kaz67a]. 675 [KKR65]. 0 [EF$^+$61]. 1 [SK63].
10 [AD65, EWM$^+$65, WEHM$^5$]. 11 [BLBM63, KKR65, Swa65]. $^{11}B(p,\alpha)2\alpha$
[Deh65]. 12 [AD65, Phi65, YH65]. $^{12}C \rightarrow 3\alpha$ [Deh65]. 13 [AD65]. $^{11}H(d,2p)n$
[SBJP65]. $^{2}H(p,2p)n$ [SBJP65]. 3 [AD65, AWY65, BT65, BB62, EWM$^+$65,
GO65, MEHW65b, MEHW65a, WEHM65, YJE$^+$65].
4 [AWY65, BT65, DSF65]. $^{40}$[BHK$^+$65]. 6 [DSF65, NMC65, YJE$^+$65]. 62
[PB65]. $^{63}$[PB65]. 7 [BB65, JBJ$^+$65]. 8 [AD65, MEHW65b]. 9
[MEHW65b, MEHW65a]. 1 [Cay63]. 2
[AK60, Bar63, Cou60, FB60c, Fre60, FKC60, GBD60, Hur63, I'H63, Nes63, RO63, VM60]. **Calibration** [Mar66]. **Calibrations** [Mar61a, Mar61b]. **Can** [BB66b]. **Canonical** [And64, FB60a]. **Capacity** [PLG64]. **Capture** [Ber68, MG65, RF60]. **Carathéodory** [Red68]. **Carbon** [HW67, HW68, Hur60]. **Cerenkov** [Bo64]. **CERN** [Wet61]. **CH** [FB60c]. **Chain** [DW62]. **Chalcogenide** [KY68]. **Chance** [Haw64]. **Changes** [Boy60]. **Channel** [Tam65]. **Channels** [Lyk60]. **Character** [LA68]. **Characteristics** [Sca64]. **Characterization** [Mor64]. **Charge** [Ing61, LS64a]. **Charge-Conjugation** [Ing61]. **Charged** [Bro60b, Kle68, Sco63]. **Charging** [Bai68]. **Chemical** [BC60, HS63, HNLD63, Pit63, Rue62, Sch68]. **Chemistry** [CD65]. **Chew** [Car65]. **Chew-Low** [Car65]. **Chiral** [GG69]. **Choice** [Haw64]. **Close** [AB65]. **Closed** [HL68]. **Closed-Shell** [HL68]. **Cluster** [Bra67, Phi64, Rue64]. **CO** [Ric60, TB69]. **Coefficient** [Eyr62, GP64]. **Coefficients** [EHD69, MJC64, Mos62, TH60, dS63, dS65]. **Coherence** [MW65, TPL69, TPL73]. **Collapse** [Tut68]. **Collective** [BS67, DM64, Tam65]. **Collision** [Alf60, Dal67a, Dal67b, DW64, FKP60]. **Collision-Free** [FKP60]. **Collisions** [BAC61, SK62, Van64]. **Colorado** [Par60]. **Column** [SR62]. **Combinations** [Mul60]. **Comet** [Hue61]. **Commencements** [Fer60]. **Comment** [EH68, Sle60, Wil60, Hue61]. **Comments** [BB68, Max69]. **Comparative** [SB67, SLV62]. **Comparison** [Mey65, Str64]. **Compilation** [PB65]. **Configuration** [CSR +62]. **Complete** [BC60]. **Completely** [Bur60]. **Completeness** [Ing61]. **Complex** [Str66]. **Composite** [SDH64]. **Compound** [Bre64, Fow64a, Mol64, Por64, SV66]. **Compound-Nucleus** [Mol64]. **Compounds** [PP64]. **Compression** [Kol60]. **Computer** [Nes63]. **Concept** [Sew64, Yan62]. **Conceptual** [HVW65, Tis63]. **Concerning** [Ada61, BDRA60, Lor60]. **Conclusions** [Mat61]. **Condenstions** [Bir64]. **Conditions** [And64, Dir62]. **Conducting** [Has60, Ima60, MF64a, Ste60, Zhi60]. **Conduction** [KP64b]. **Conductivity** [Car61, CC64, DLLR64, KT64, Mcc66, Ost61, Res60, SG63, Tay60]. **Conference** [Ano64k, BS64, Fow64a, GMW67, Par60]. **Configuration** [MWY60]. **Configurational** [FB60a]. **Configurations** [FB60c, RSW60]. **Confinement** [Leh60]. **Conformal** [FRW62]. **Conjugated** [Dew63, Lie60, Rue63]. **Conjugation** [Ing61]. **Consequences** [Jor62, Tin64]. **Conservation** [Fle60a, Fle60b]. **Conserved** [Wu64]. **Considerations** [Ada61, And66, War68]. **Consistent** [KC68, LF67, Mul60, RSW60, Ru60]. **Constants** [BDRA60, CD65, Köp67, Löw62b, MJ68, TPL69, TPL73]. **Constructed** [Löw64]. **Construction** [Boy60]. **Containing** [SMR64]. **Continuous** [Str64]. **Contributed** [Ano64a, Ano64b, Ano64c, Ano64d, Ano64e, Ano64f, Ano64g, Ano64h, Ano67a, Ano67b, Ano67c, Ano67d, Ano67e]. **Contributions** [Dre61a]. **Convection** [Nak60]. **Conventional** [GMGL64]. **Convergence** [Gil63]. **Conversion** [Er66]. **Convolution** [Löw67]. **Coordinate** [And64].
Coordinates [Str66]. Core [BLBM63]. Corepresentations [BD68].
Corrections [Fr66, GY69, Max69, MT69]. Correlated
[Gil63, KR60b, RW60]. Correlation [ACG63, CP68, Cat67, Con68a, GBG64,
Hor68, L"{o}w62a, MEHW65b, MP63, Rue64, She63, Sil64, Sla63b, SSW63].
Correlations [Ara68, GL61, Ing61, Jac65b, KC68, Lit64, SBJP65]. Cosmic
[Bol64]. Cosmic-Ray [Bol64]. Cosmology [Dic62]. Cotser [Cal63].
Coulomb [FM60, KR60]. Coupled [BKR62, Jos64a, Tam65].
Coupled-Channel [Tan65]. Coupling
[GF63a, G63b, K"{o}p67, Ric60, Tal62]. Couplings [Her62]. Covariance
[Jos65]. Covariant [Fle60a, Fle60b]. Coverages [Man67]. Critical
[Bal64a, Bar62a, BGR64, CCM64, DVB64, EL64, GC64, JHC64, KG67, Meij64,
RAG64, Tho67, Tox64]. Critique [FT60, Her62]. Cross
[Bel67, FVV61, HW67, HW68, KD66, Mol64, Moo60, RCF61, Wil64].
Cross-Section [KD66, Moo60, RCF61]. Crystal
[Ewa65, Mar64a, MV68, War68]. Crystals [Aiz62, AS60, BC64, G68, G69,
Hoc62, MS64a, Mus67, Pal68, Sla65, Wal65, Zer67]. Cu [PB65]. Cubic
[AC65]. Current [EL64, Fis64, Kun61, Mei64, Ros60, Wu64]. Currents
[Bai68, Bar62a, CCM64, GC64, Mit64, SJH64, SR64c]. Curved [Fro65].
Curves [CH60, Cun64, KLS64, Mos60, VS63]. Cusp [WSL61].

D [Ano67c, BKF65, KK65]. Damping [Wad64]. Data
[BLBM63, Bre67, KLJ67, Kaz67b, KD66, MG65, PP63, RH68, RBG64, RBGP65,
RBGP67, RBSBG68, TB69]. Decay
[Deh65, Jac65b, Kap60, Pli65, SBJ65, Swa65, Wei61, Wu64]. Decays
[Nie68]. Decomposition [BT64]. Decompositions [IN66]. Defects
[KT64, Liv64]. Defined [RB67]. Definitions [Bre64]. Deformations
[MP63, Pip64a]. Deformed [Dav65, She60a]. Degenerate [EL68]. Delay
[Eis64, Pli64]. Dense [EH69, HF68]. Densities [Kun61]. Density
[And63, BDR60, CLS63, Col63, Coo67, Hub61, McW60]. Dependence
[CCM64, Mei64, RAG64, Sil64, Tox64]. Dependences [Fis64]. Dependent
[Ber60a, KA65, MB64]. Deposited [MF64a]. Derivation [It65].

Derivatives [Was60]. Described [BM68]. Determination
[Bai68, HW63, Kaz67b, Mac67, TPL69, TPL73]. Determining [LS64a].
Deuteron [BAC61, Car65, ELM65]. Deuterons [Udo65]. Development
[Al65]. Developments [CNO64, D61b, DW62, Hit69, Kie64]. Diagnostics
[Ber60b]. Diagonal [Yan62]. Diagrammatic [War65]. Diatomic
[KD66, KW63, KMK60, Nes60, Ran60a, Ran60b]. Dielectric
[Bai68, MJ68, O’K63]. Different [De 63, Men64a, Mey65, Mos63].

Differential [Whe62]. Diffraction [BC64, Cas64, PP63, SPB69]. Diffusion
[Hoh62, SD61, SR62, SM65, SM66, TH60]. Dilute [MCJR64]. Dimensional
[BM68, Hav64, Jun60, SML64, She60b, SPB69]. Dirac [Jor62]. Direct
[Deh65, PM64, Ros60, Sch65]. Direct-Current [Ros60]. Discharge [Ber60b].
Discussion
[CLS63, För63, Gre63, Har60, HNL63, Hir63, ÏH63, JN63, LPLH63, Mat63, McV63, Mos63, O’K63, OAI63, PK63, Rue63, Sin63a, Sla63a, We63].

**Disintegration** [Car65, Udo65].

**Dispersion** [Fub61, HW63, Lyt65, Mos60, Sch65, SP69]. **Distances** [Her62, Tam67].

**Distorted** [HM65]. **Distorted-Wave** [HM65]. **Distribution** [BC62, FC65, Lyt65, Mos60, Sch65, SPB69]. **Distributions** [Duc65, RB67b, SV66].

**Divalent** [Vas68]. **DNA** [Low63b].

**Does** [SC64]. **Domain** [Aha62].

**Done** [Mic67]. **Double** [BAC61]. **Drag** [Jac63].

**Due** [KA65, HR60, KT64]. **Dynamic** [Bar62c, BM64, Gra60, Lüs60, Nap60, SW60, Tat60, Zhi60]. **Dynamical** [BC64, Che61, CMS67, HL60, JS61, JS62, Mar64a, Pa66]. **Dynamically** [Mcc66]. **Dynamics** [Cha60, Ger60, Jun60, She60b, Sp60, Tay61, Wal65, Wan62].

**Early** [Hy63]. **Earth** [CNO64, Ell64, Kie64, SMR64, Jac63]. **Earths** [Mö64]. **Edge** [LCW68]. **Edges** [Aza63]. **Editorial** [Ano69, BBJ69].

**Effect** [Ano64k, BGR64, Brø60a, Des64, Ell64, PP64, Post67, RW64, SJ64, SF64, Wad64]. **Effective** [GG69, GH69, Tal62].

**Effects** [Bal64a, CP68, De 64, HJ62, Jas60, Jér68, KB67a, KB67b, Löw62a, Mer64, Mt64, Sc66, SCPB69, SSW63, Tol63, Zhi60]. **Egil** [Löw63a]. **Einstein** [Bas65].

**Elastic** [Mac67, MT69, Moy61, YH65]. **Elasticity** [Wal65]. **Electric** [Ber60b, Bur60, HM63, Wan62]. **Electric-Discharge** [Ber60b]. **Electrical** [Hon68, Kle62, MF64b, Tay60]. **Electrodynamic** [KB67a, KB67b, Pla61].

**Electrodynamics** [CN67, Ito65, TPL69, TPL73]. **Electromagnetic** [CD67, Er66, Fin64, Ros60, Sch64d]. **Electron** [Ber68, BT64, BvdH62, CN67, DP63, FG61, Frö60, GP66, GO65, HS63, HW67, HW68, Hy63, Kest69, KD66, KS63b, LI66, MS68, MOK64, Pal68, RO63, RF60, Rud68, SK63, Sch64c, Sin63b, SP69, MS69].

**Electron-Diffraction** [SP69]. **Electron-Volt** [HW67]. **Electronic** [BDRA60, BHMM64, CH60, COL64, FKC60, Gol60, GBD60, Gre63, Hul60, Hy68, KR60a, Kot63, Jes63, PP60, Ro60, Sla63b, Weg64].

**Electrons** [Ara68, BS62, DEM68, Ito65, KP64b, MP63, Phe68, Wan62]. **Element** [Bec64, BY64]. **Elementary** [Che62, Fro65, JF62, Mel60, Mel62, Roo63, RBGB64].

**Elements** [Day67, JHC64, RB67b]. **Elimination** [Hur63]. **Embedded** [Ne65].

**Embedding** [Fri65, RN65, Ros65]. **Emission** [JB65, Ost61]. **Emitting** [AD65]. **Emphasis** [Ham62].

**Empirical** [SLV62, Wil64]. **Energies** [ACG63, Bre67, Che67, CSR62, Gol60, Hole7, HW67, KL67, Lea67, Mar66, Se65, WH68].

**Energy** [Bar68, BB67, BB65, BS62, Ca63, CP68, Che61, Chi69, Ded62, Ded63, DP64, Dom69, Dre61a, Erb66, FM60, FKC60, GO65, GY69, Hul60, Hur60, JF62, KA65, Kaz67b, KC68, Kest69, Köp67, Lan60, Leh60, LCW68, Mar61a, Mar61b, Moy61, Pa68, Phe68, Pre63, RW64, SDH64, Ser64, Sin67, SJP65, SP69, Tat60, Van64, VS63, Vas68, Vog62, Wad64, Wil64, Wip64].

**Energy-Angular** [SJP65]. **Energy-Band** [LCW68]. **Energy-Dependent**
Flux [AK64, SC64, SR64c]. Fluxoid [Tin64]. Fock
[LPLH63, Löw60, MB64, Sla63b]. Forbidden [Wei61]. Force
[BDR60, Bur60, CH60, RHW68, Sch60]. Force-Free [Sch60]. Forces
[Cha67, Dal63a, Hir63, KS63a, Phi67, SM65, SM66, TH60, VM60, Ing67, KS64].
Form [HMW63, Pri63, RO63, SD67]. Formal [Pet67]. Formaldehyde
[GBD60]. Formalism [DK62, JS61, JS62]. Formalisms [And64]. Forms
[Hub61]. Formula [Wil64]. Formulas [BvdH62, McK63]. Formulation
[Coo67]. Formulations [Hav64]. Foundation [Bas65]. Foundations
[CN61, CN64]. Four [BKR62, Hav64]. Four-Dimensional [Hav64].
Four-Layer [BKR62]. Fourier [PP63]. Frames [Rom63]. Free
[AHJW60, CN67, FKP60, JM66, Mar62, Sch60, SDH64, Wyd64].
Free-Electron [CN67]. Free-Surface [AHJW60]. Frequencies
[Bai68, OSt61]. Frequency [Mcc66, VK68]. Frontiers [Whe62]. Fully
[Bru61]. Functioning [Blo62]. Functions
[AK60, Gils63, Har63, KR60a, Men64c, Mus67, Ran60b, RÖ63, Ric60, RSW60, Rue64, Sch64b, SB67, Slå64, Sin63b, SLV62]. Fundamental
[CD65, Red68, TPL69, TPL73]. Further [War68]. Future [Con68b, Whi67].

Ga [Weg64]. Galactic [Dic62]. Galaxies [BBS63]. Galvanomagnetic
[Dre61b]. Gamma [Mar64a, MS64a, PB65, RB67b, RHW68, SV66].
Gamma-Ray [RHW68, SV66]. Gap [DP64, Gol64, RW64, Wad64]. Gas
[Alf60, BvdH62, Bur60, CN67, KL60, Ost61, SD61, SM65, SM66, She60b].
Gas-Ionizing [KL60]. Gaseous [Ago60]. Gases
[Cab60, EHD69, Pol64, Rue64, SG63, ST65]. Gauge [Sch64d]. Gaunt
[BvdH62]. Gaussian [Har63]. General [Ara60, Har60, MEBL67, Mös64, Sc61a, Bas65, Ber61, DK62, Hav64, Pen65, Sc64b, Whe62]. Generalizations
[She60b]. Generalized [Jos65, Men64c, Pra63, Pri63, RC67]. Generally
[Fle60a, Fle60b]. Geomagnetic [Cha60]. Geometric [HVW65].
Geometrodynamics [Whe61]. Geometry [Whe62]. Geophysical
[Jas60, Jor62]. GeV [Duc67]. Ginzburg [Mar64b]. Goldstone [Day67].
Gordan [dS65, MJC64, dS63]. Graphical [MEBL67]. Graphites [Kle62].
Gravitational [Ag60, And64, BW57, BW61, Fow64b, Fow64c]. Gravity
[Tol63]. Green [FT60, KI60]. Grey [SK68a]. Ground
[KR60b, KRS60, MWY60, MP63, RW60, SK63, SSW63]. Ground-State
[SSV63]. Group
[AH68, BI66a, B166b, Bar62b, Bec64, JS61, Löw67, Mos62, JS62, Mic67].
Groups [Alt63, AC65, BDFL62a, BDFL62b, BD68, IN66, MCV65, Slå65].
Gudder [BB68]. Gyromagnetic [HJ62, Sco62].

H [GO65, HS63, KR60a]. H. [FT60]. Hadrons [Chi69]. Hall [Bro60a].
Hamiltonian [CJS63a, CJS63b, Gar66, Ito65]. Hard
[AK64, KHS64, SR64b]. Harmonics [AC65, AB65, FW63]. Hartree
[LPLH63, Löw60, MB64, Slå63b]. Harwell [Per67, Whi67]. HCHO [FB60b].
Heat [CS64, Nak60, PLG64, SCGP64]. Heitler [Her62]. Held [Par60].
Helium [And66, AM66, AM67, BS67, JF62, Man67, Mey65, MP63].
Heliumlike [RW60]. Hemoglobins [Kot63]. Hexagonal [SK68b, AB65].
Hidden [Bel66, BB66a, BB66b, BB68, Gud68, JP68, Tut68]. High
[Bar68, Bea64, Che61, Chi69, Ded62, Ded63, Des64, Dom69, Dre61a, Erb66,
GO65, Hak64, Kun61, Lea67, Mcc66, MS64b, Pal68, Sel65, Ser64, Sle60,
Van64, Wil59, Wil60, Wil64]. High- [Che61]. High-Energy [Bar68, Chi69,
Ded62, Ded63, Dref61a, Erb66, GO65, Pal68, Ser64, Van64, Wil64].
High-Field [Bea64, Des64, Hak64, MS64b]. High-Frequency [Mcc66].
High-Temperature [Sel65, Wil60]. Higher [FVV61]. History
[bru67]. Hollow [LS60]. Homonuclear [KMKI60]. Honor [Löw63a].
Hubbard [EH68, EL68]. Hydride [VS63]. Hydrocarbons [De 63, Lie60].
Hydrodynamic [Gri68, Gri69]. Hydrodynamics [AM66, AM67].
Hydrogen
[BCF+61, BI66a, BI66b, BS62, GY69, Ham62, KR60b, KW63, MWY60].
Hydrogenic [Men64c]. Hydromagnetic
[CFH60, FR60, HLS60, HR60, Kap60, Res60, Wol60]. Hydroxides [GBG64].
Hylleraas [Löw63a]. Hyperfine [BLBM63, McD63, Mös64, OA63].
Hyperfragment [CSR+62]. Hyperon [AFL61]. Hyperons [BCF+61, SS61].
Hypersonic [Mey60]. Hypochromism [RC67]. Hypothesis [Jor62, O’K63].
Hysteresis [Bal64a, Liv64, SR64b].


**Long-Range**

[Cha67, Lit64, TH60, THH60, Yan62].

**Low**

[Bai68, BNM+64, BB65, BS62, Car65, Car61, Che61, Hel67, Hoh62, KJ67, Kes69, Köp67, Lud60, Man67, Phe68, Sim67, SP69, Vog62].

**Low-Energy**

[BS62, Che61, Kes69, Köp67, Phe68, Sim67, SP69].

**Low-Temperature**

[BNM+64, Hoh62].

**Magnetic**

[BD68, Bro60b, Bur60, CP68, CS64, DS68, DH60, DLLR64, DEM68, Erb66, Fer60, Fis64, GBC64, GP66, HLS60, Han62, HK64, HMW63, HJ62, Hei64, Hoh62, JB64, KM60, KLS64, Klc68, KB64b, Kol60, Kun61, Liv64, Lud60, Mar64b, Nak60, NT64, NK64, Pai60, RM60, SW60, Tay60, Van62, Wan62, Wer64].

**Magnetism**

[Ell64, McJR64].

**Magnetization**

[Bea64, Hit64, MKQ64, KLS64].

**Magnetodynamic**

[Ago60].

**Magnetohydrodynamics**

[AHJW60].

**Main-Sequence**

[Str64].

**Manifolds**

[Fri65].

**Many-Body**

[Bra67].

**Many-Electron**

[Frö60, Sin63b].

**Many-Fermion**

[Nes61].

**Many-Particle**

[Löw63c].

**Markoff**

[Lax66a].

**Mass**

[Ago60, EL68, GJ69, HW68, SV66].

**Mass-14**

[HW68].

**Massive**

[Bir64, Fow64c, Fow64b].

**Mathematical**

[BC60].

**Matrices**

[And63, CLS63, Col63].

**Matrix**

[Che62, CD67, Coo67, DW64, GL60, Mac67, McM61, McW60, RB67b, Sta62].

**Matrix-Spinor**

[GL60].

**Maxwellian**

[BvdH62].

**Mean**

[Wyd64].

**Measurement**

[BB66a].

**Measurements**

[Bai68, BBD+67, Ber60a, DP64, Duc67, Eis64, Hos67b, HW67, Rom63, SCGP64, SMR64, HW68].

**Mechanic**

[Ly60].

**Mechanical**

[Bro60a, Hub61, SW60, VM60, Wgd62].

**Mechanics**

[Bel66, BB66a, BB66b, CN68, FT60, GL60, Gud68, Hau64, Hyl63, Ing61, JS61, JS62, Kar60, Löw62b, Löw63a, Löw67, Par60, Str66, JS62].

**Mechanism**

[KKR65].

**Mechanisms**

[Adl68, Zup65].

**Mechanized**

[Bar63].

**Medium**

[DG66, Kap60, Zhi60].

**Melting**

[Bab63].

**Mercury**

[AHJW60, HFW68, LS60, PLG64].

**Meson**

[BAC61, GS67, Köp67, Won67].

**Meson-Nucleon**

[Köp67].

**Mesons**

[SS61].

**Message**

[Bar64].

**Metagalaxy**

[Alf65].

**Metal**

[Adl68, AH68, BGR64, BHMM64, CGJY64, Han68, HF68, Jér68, LA68, Mik68, Mot68, SK68b, SMR64, Tho68b].

**Metal-Ammonia**

[Tho68b].

**Metal-Insulator**

[Mot68].

**Metal-Nonmetal**

[Adl68].

**Metal-Semiconductor**

[HF68, Jér68, Mik68, Tho68b].

 Processes [CMS67, Dal67a, Dal67b, Dre61a, Erb66, Ger61, Gly67, KA65, KM60, Lax66a, ST65, TB69].

 Production [Ama67, Arn67, BCF61, BAC61, EFG61, Jac65b, Kaz67b, MOK69, Pal68, SPRM61, WSL61].

 Products [Alt63].

 Professor [Low63a].

 Profiles [Sho67].

 Program [Ran60a].

 Programs [Nes63].

 Progress [EFG61, Fub61].

 Project [Nes60].

 Projection [Low62b, Low64].

 Proof [BB66b].

 Propagation [Kap60].

 Properties [And63, BSBGP69, BHMM64, CS64, Cun64, DLLR64, Eic64, GBG64, Hak64, Ham62, HNLD63, Jér68, KLS64, Kle62, LI66, MW65, MV68, Mat63, MF64b, Per66, VBB68, War68, Zer67].

 Property [Pen65, Rue64].

 Properties [Por64].

 Proposed [BB66a].

 Proton [BBD67, BAC61, Car65, EGLM65, Hos67a, HW67, HW68, Köp67, Löw63b, Lyn61, O'K63, PB65, Ser64, Sim67].

 Proton-Deuteron [BAC61, EGLM65].

 Proton-Proton [BBD67, Hos67a, Kop67, Ser64].

 Proton-Tunneling [O'K63].

 Proximity [SCGP64].

 Pseudo [KA65, Ros65].

 Pseudo-Euclidean [Ros65].

 Pseudoreversible [Hit64].

 Pulsation [Chr64].

 Pumps [Ros60].

 Pure [Wip64].

 Pyroelectricity [Aiz62].

 Pyrolytic [Kle62].

 Quasi [JM66, Mey60, YH65].

 Quasi-Elastic [YH65].

 Quasi-Free [JM66].

 Quasi-Newtonian [Mey60].

 Quasifree [Jac65a].

 Quasiparticle [Wad64].

 Quaternions [Ras64].

 R. [FT60].

 Radial [Men64c].

 Radiation [Bol64, Fow64a, Fow64b].

 Radiative [Max69, MT69, Pla61].

 Radio [Ost61].

 Raman [VK68].

 Range [Bal64b, Cha67, FB60c, Lit64, TH60, VM60, Yan62].

 Rapid [Gil63].

 Rapidly [Cho61a, Cho61b].

 Rare [CNO64, Ell64, Kie64, Mös64, Pol64, SMR64].

 Rare-Earth [CNO64, Kie64].

 Rate [Eyr62, Gly67].

 Rates [Cal63, Dic62].

 Ratio [Scoc62, Wad64].

 Ratios [SPRM61].

 Ray [Az63, BB67, Bea67, Bol64, Dan68, PP63, RH68, SV66].

 Rays [BC64, Ewa65, Mar64a, MS64a, RB67b].

 Re [JB64].

 Reaction [Ada61, AWY65, BB65, BKF65, Deh65, DSF65, EWM+65, Eyr62, BJB+65, KKR65, KK65, Löw63c, MEHW65b, MEHW65a, Moo60, NMC65, PB65, Pla61, Sin63a, Swa65, WEHM65, YJE+65].
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See errata [TPL73].
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